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Abstract
To continuously generate trajectories for serial manipulators with high di-
mensional degrees of freedom (DOF) in the dynamic environment, a real-time
optimal trajectory generation method based on machine learning aiming at
high dimensional inputs is presented in this paper. First, a learning optimiza-
tion (LO) framework is established, and implementations with different sub-
methods are discussed. Additionally, multiple criteria are defined to evaluate
the performance of LO models. Furthermore, aiming at high dimensional in-
puts, a database generation method based on input space dimension-reducing
mapping is proposed. At last, this method is validated on motion planning
for haptic feedback manipulators (HFM) in virtual reality systems. Results
show that the input space dimension-reducing method can significantly ele-
vate the efficiency and quality of database generation and consequently im-
prove the performance of the LO. Moreover, using this LO method, real-time
trajectory generation with high dimensional inputs can be achieved, which
lays a foundation for continuous trajectory planning for high-DOF-robots in
complex environments.
Keywords: real-time trajectory planning; non-linear optimization; machine
learning; robotics; haptic feedback
1. Introduction
When working in the a dynamic environment, for example, playing ball
games [1], catching flying objects [2, 3] and performing haptic feedback,
robots are required to quickly react to the continuous changes of environ-
ment and objectives, for which continuous trajectory planning is needed.
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In frequently changing environments, trajectories need to be generated in a
very short period, which requires to reduce the calculation time for trajectory
planning.
Trajectory planning methods based on non-linear optimization are always
adopted to improve the motion efficiency by optimizing criteria such as mo-
tion time, energy and power consumption. However, the objective functions
and constraints are always very complex in practical problems, leading to
non-linear and non-convex optimization problems, which are likely to stuck
into local minimum and very time-consuming to solve. Solving global mini-
mum of non-linear optimization problems in real-time is still a challenge.
Learning from the former data is a promising way to reduce on-line cal-
culation time. First, plenty of non-linear optimization problems are solved
off-line to establish a database of optimal trajectories. Then, new optimal
trajectories are generated on-line by regression and prediction. Two key fac-
tors are in the learning framework, the database and the learning algorithm.
The database is the foundation of learning, which is the precondition of
learning algorithms and mainly determines the learning performance. The
inappropriate database may lead to poor performance of learning, then the
low working efficiency of robots, even the failure to finish the task. Thus,
database generation is of crucial importance. The traditional way resort to
randomly or evenly choosing sample variables in the input space and calcu-
lating the global minimum by brute force methods to obtain the samples.
However, in the cases of complex environments or robots with high DOFs,
the required sample amount exponentially increases, which greatly increases
the calculation cost. Moreover, many invalid or unrepresentative samples
may be generated in this way, which may limit the learning performance.
On-line learning is another important part of learning, which is the key
to make full use of the database. A range of problems need to be tackled
in on-line learning. First, traditional learning algorithms can only handle
cases with single output. Regression model establishment and feature se-
lection for cases with high dimension inputs and multiple outputs are the
major issues. In addition, optimization problems in different applications
have different requirement of performance, which requires to select appro-
priate regression algorithms in specific applications. Furthermore, ordinary
learning algorithms have no guarantee that the output parameters satisfy
the constraints. Thus, for constrained optimization problems, further refine-
ments for the parameters output by common learning algorithms are needed.
Considering continuous trajectory planning problems for serial manipu-
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lators, a learning optimization (LO) framework is constructed in this paper.
In particular, aiming at high dimensional inputs, an input space dimension-
reducing mapping method is presented, to reduce the cost and improve the
database quality in database generation. Moreover, multivariable-multiple-
regression model is constructed to deal with learning problems with multiple
inputs and multiple outputs. In addition, multiple performance evaluation
indices are defined to measure the feasibility, real-time performance and ac-
curacy of the LO model. At last, the above method is applied to the specific
case, motion planning of haptic feedback manipulators, to verify the theory.
2. Related Work
The continuous trajectory planning problem for robots, which is to re-
plan the trajectory for robots in a high frequency according to the changes
of obstacles and the objective in dynamic environments, is widely used in
practice, such as playing ball games [1] and catching flying objects [2, 3]. It
plays an important role as the foundation for human-robot interaction, like
collaborative manufacturing [4, 5] and playing juggling [6]. The continuous
trajectory planning problem can be split into a series of point-to-point trajec-
tory planning problems, which is high-demanding in real-time performance.
The traditional point-to-point trajectory planning is started from interpolation-
based methods, such as polynomial interpolation [7, 8] and B-spline inter-
polation [9, 10]. In general, pure interpolation-based methods are able to
accomplish required tasks, but difficult to achieve the optimal performance
in specific aspects. To obtain optimal trajectories, non-linear optimization
problems are constructed with optimal objectives based on time, energy and
power consumption and constraints such as mechanical structure, time and
obstacle avoidance [11]. Von Stryk et al. [12] investigated the non-linear
optimization with three separated criteria of minimum time, minimum en-
ergy and minimum power consumption and solved it by a numerical method
of combining a direct collocation and an indirect multiple shooting method.
Chettibi et al. [13] presented the optimal planning problem tried to find the
compromise between time, energy and power consumption and solved it by
the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method. However, all afore-
mentioned optimization-based methods are not real-time due to the complex
computation of the non-linear optimization.
The non-linear optimization is likely to get stuck into local minimum
and generally solved with multiple initial guesses to obtain the global mini-
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mum, which is significant costly and hard to operate in real-time. Therefore,
quickly seeking for the global minimum is still challenging. A promising idea
is learning from former data to reduce the on-line calculation time [14, 15, 16].
Lampariello et at. [17] and Werner et al. [18] solved the non-linear optimiza-
tion by optimal database generation off-line and regression prediction on-line
and applied it in catching flying objects and bipedal walking. However, the
methods are limited in specific applications and cases with low dimensional
inputs. Jetchev et al. [19] proposed a trajectory prediction method, employ-
ing the previous data to speed up generating new trajectories. In addition,
high dimensional inputs are considered and a high dimensional situation de-
scriptor is defined. Hauser [20] extended this method by considering more
general context of nonlinear optimization problems and presented a general
learning global optima (LGO) framework.
The database for learning can be obtained by either recording the former
data, or artificially generating. Lampariello et al. [17] evenly chose variables
in motion range to generate samples and drew a comparison of databases with
different sizes. Hauser [20] uniformly sampled an axis-aligned range of vari-
ables to generate a database. Besides, a lifelong learning mode was presented
to continuously generate examples with a separate background thread. In ad-
dition, the sensitivity of the required database size to the input dimension
and the requirement for the database to guarantee the quality of solutions
were discussed. However, for the cases with high dimensional inputs, the
above database generation methods of randomly or evenly choosing sample
variables in the motion range are time-consuming. Thus, finding a way to
elevate the efficiency of database generation is a key issue to be solved.
This paper extends the LGO framework and constructs a learning opti-
mization (LO) model, which can be adjusted by adopting different databases,
regression methods and refinement methods to adapt different applications,
together with the performance evaluation indices. Moreover, aiming at the
low efficiency of database generation with traditional methods for high di-
mensional input space, a database generation method based on dimension-
reducing mapping is presented. Finally, this method is validated in contin-
uous trajectory planning for haptic feedback manipulators in virtual reality
systems.
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3. Continuous Trajectory Planning Based on Learning Optimiza-
tion
3.1. Continuous Trajectory Planning
Considering trajectory planning problems in joint space, the trajectory
parameters are represented as C ∈ RNC , and then the position, velocity,
and acceleration are represented as q(C, t), q˙(C, t) and q¨(C, t), respectively.
The input of the trajectory problem is represented as X ∈ RNX , including
the initial configuration, the objective configuration, the initial velocity, the
environmental variables etc. The trajectory parameters are determined by
the input state. In essence, the trajectory planning problem is the projection
from input variables X to trajectory parameters C
X → C = f(X). (1)
When serial manipulators work in a dynamic environment, in which the
objective configuration or the environmental obstacle positions change all the
time, X changes frequently. It is required to re-plan the trajectory accord-
ing to new Xs. In the ith detection period Tp, we detect the environment
and update input to obtain Xi, then re-plan the trajectory and obtain the
according parameters Ci, until the robot reaches the actual objective con-
figuration, shown as Figure 1. The trajectory of the whole procedure is
q(Ci, t), t ∈ [(i− 1)Tp, iTp), i ∈ [1, NT ], (2)
where NT is the total number of planning periods.
To guarantee the accuracy of trajectory planning, Tp is always very small.
Thus, real-time performance of trajectory planning is required, which means
that the calculation time is shorter than Tp.
3.2. Real-time Trajectory Planning Based on Learning Optimization
3.2.1. Learning Optimization Framework
To improve the working efficiency of robots, non-linear optimization based
method is employed to generate the trajectory, in which the objective func-
tion F (C) is defined to minimize the energy consumption and the motion
time of the robot and the constraints are determined by considering the mech-
anism limitations, time limitations and other limitations related to the task.
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q(2C)
q(3C)
Figure 1: Continuous trajectory planning (black lines: trajectories generated in each
period, red line: the actual trajectory of the whole process)
Optimal parameter C∗ can be obtained by solving the optimization prob-
lem to minimize F (C) while satisfy all the constraints. The optimization
problem is specified by X:
C∗ = min
C
FX(C)
s.t.
C ∈ RNC ,
hX
i(C) = 0, (i = 1, 2, . . . , Nh),
gX
j(C) ≥ 0, (j = 1, 2, . . . , Ng),
(3)
which is denoted as
C∗ = O(X), (4)
where h and g represent the equation constraints and the inquation con-
straints, respectively.
In general, the above non-linear optimization problem is non-convex,
which is likely to get stuck into local minimum, making the global opti-
mization time-consuming and hardly to be solved in real-time. In order to
achieve real-time performance, we employ machine learning methods to solve
the non-linear optimization problem by learning new solutions from the op-
timal trajectory database, which is generated off-line. The on-line procedure
includes regression prediction and parameter refinement. The detailed learn-
ing optimization method is as following (shown as Figure 2).
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1. Database generation
Select multiple input variables Xi(i = 1, 2, , ND) in the input space
and solve the global minimum by the multi-restart method
C∗i = Xi. (5)
Build the optimal database
D = {Xi,C∗i|i = 1, 2, , ND}. (6)
2. Regression and prediction
Establish the regression model by exploiting the optimal database,
which can be performed off-line or on-line. Specifically, if the regression
model is related to the new input stateX ′, such as k-NN, the regression
model is established on-line. Otherwise, the regression model establish-
ment is performed off-line, such as SVR and GPR.
According to the new input state X ′, the initial parameter can be
predicted with the regression model
C′ = R(D,X ′). (7)
3. Parameter refinement
The initial parameter C′ is not guaranteed to satisfy the constraints.
Thus, we take C′ as the initial parameter to solve an optimization
problem, which has the same constraints with the original optimization
problem to refine the parameters
C∗ = OC′(X ′). (8)
The above trajectory planning method based on optimization and ma-
chine learning is mainly determined by three elements, database D, regres-
sion and prediction method R and parameter refinement method O. To
explore the individual influences of the three elements, we define them as
sub-methods and construct the learning optimization (LO) model
L(D,R,O). (9)
With different sub-methods, L have different learning performance and
consequently can be used in different applications. The LO model can be
evaluated by several indices, which are detailed in Section 3.2.2.
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Figure 2: Real-time trajectory generation based on learning optimization
3.2.2. Performance Evaluation Indices
To evaluate feasibility, real-time performance and accuracy of different
Ls specified by (D,R,O), we define three performance evaluation indices for
L, which are determined by (D,R,O) as well.
1. Feasible success rate
According to 3.2.1, for a new input X ′, an initial parameter C′ is ob-
tained by regression and prediction, which needs a further refinement
by solving a non-linear optimization problem. Assuming Nr X
′s are
input to L, among which only Nr1 groups output feasible parameters
in the refinement stage, the feasible success rate Rs of L can be ap-
proximate as
Rs = Nr1/Nr. (10)
Feasible success rate is the most crucial index in LO, which indicates the
feasibility of the LO model and reflects whether the task can be done
successfully. In continuous trajectory planning, if we get an unfeasible
solution in any planning period, such as a parameter does not satisfy
the constraints of the non-linear optimization problem, the task cannot
be fulfilled.
2. Learning time
Learning time TL is the average time for L to perform an on-line learn-
ing, including regression prediction time TPR and refinement time TRO:
TL = TPR + TRO. (11)
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It reflects weather trajectory planning can be performed in real-time.
According to Section 3.1, in continuous trajectory planning applica-
tions, to achieve real-time performance, one on-line trajectory planning
procedure is required to be finished in one prediction period Tp. Thus,
TL is required to satisfy
TL < Tp. (12)
3. Cost increase rate
Assume Ca is the accurate optimal parameter, i.e., the solution of
the global optimization problem, and Fa is the corresponding objective
function value. Similarly, Cp is the parameter derived through L and
Fp is the corresponding objective function value. Suppose we have Nr
groups of (X,Ca, Fa), and run the LO to obtain Cp and Fp. Then the
cost increase rate can be approximate as
eF =
1
Nr
Nr∑
i=1
|F
i
p − F ia
F ia
|. (13)
It indicates the deviation of the performances from the optima, which
does not influence the feasibility of the task, but reflects whether the
task will be done in a high quality and efficiency.
4. Database Generation Method Based on Dimension-Reducing
Mapping
4.1. Dimension-Reducing Mapping
In the LO framework, ample samples are required to establish the database
with high quality. Traditional method is randomly or evenly choosing sample
variables in the changing range, that is, choosing some values in the changing
range of each component of the input variable respectively and combining
them to obtain sample vectors. Supposing d values are chosen for each com-
ponent, which is defined as variable density, then dNX samples need to be
calculated. When the dimension of the input variable X is high, i.e., NX is
large, the required number of samples increases exponentially, which greatly
increases the calculation cost. Furthermore, the sample variables chosen by
this method are not always in the workspace of the specific application. Sam-
ple variables out of the workspace are less significant for learning. Moreover,
some of them may be meaningless in Equation 4, which cannot converge to
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a feasible solution. Therefore, the high calculation cost and the existence of
invalid samples lead to low efficiency and poor quality of database generation
by using the traditional method, which significantly limits the performance
of LO.
To improve the efficiency and quality of database generation for LO with
high dimensional inputs, a database generation method based on input space
dimension-reducing mapping is presented in this paper. The original input
variables are mapping into a new variable space, which is help to select sample
variables.
There are two main functions of mapping. One is to map the original
input variables into a new variable space in which we can easily determine
whether an input variable is in the workspace. The other is to reduce the
dimension of input variables, which can help to improve the flexibility of
sample selection and obtain better sample distribution.
The input variable X is mapped into XL
XL = F(X),
F : RNX → RNXL , (14)
where F denotes the mapping, and NXL represents the dimension of the new
variable space. Two types of mapping are illustrated in this paper, including
merging mapping FM and transforming mapping FT :
F = {FM ,FT }. (15)
4.1.1. Merging Mapping
A merging mapping FM is to map a high dimensional dependent com-
ponent vector xid ∈ RNid into a low dimensional independent component
vector xd ∈ RNd
xid = FM (xd),
FM : Vd ⊂ RNid → Vid ⊂ RNd ,
Nd > Nid.
(16)
Merging mappings reduce the dimension of original input variables by
combining the independent redundant elements and turned them into a de-
pendent component vector, which can be used for solving non-linear opti-
mization problem directly.
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The variables used to calculate samples actually are xids, instead of xds.
Thus, the sample variables can be randomly or evenly selected in the changing
range of xid, which is detailed as follow:
1. Regard the changing range of xd as the domain of FM , and solve for
the range Vid, which is the changing range of xid;
2. Randomly or evenly select variable vectors in Vid with variable density
d, and a set of sample variables S = {xiid ∈ Vid|i = 1, 2, . . . , dNd} is
obtained.
By above method, a sample variable set S1 is obtained, which includes
ND = d
Nid groups of sample variables. On the other side, if we adopt the
traditional method by randomly or evenly selecting variable combinations of
xd in Vd with variable density d
′ = dNid/Nd and then mapping them into the
space RNid , another sample variable set S2 is obtained, which also include
ND = d
Nid groups of sample variables. However, as Nid/Nd < 1 and the
variable density is a positive integer, the probable sizes of S2 is far less
than S1. For example, if Nd = 6 and Nid = 2, the probable sizes of the
sample variable sets before and after dimension-reducing mapping are shown
in Figure 3.
Moreover, S1 and S2 has the same size, but different distribution of sample
variables in RNid . The sample variables in S1 are always evenly distributed
in RNid while in S2 are trend to gather, which is less representative. For
example, consider d = 27 and d′ = 3, linear merging mapping FM1 and
non-linear merging mapping FM2 are selected:
xid = FM1(xd) =
(
1 2 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.5 3 10
)
xd, (17)
and
xd → xid = FM2(xd) :
xid(1) = xd
3(1) + xd
3(2) + xd
3(3),
xid(2) = xd
3(4) + xd
3(5) + xd
3(6).
(18)
The comparison of distributions of xid obtained by randomly and uni-
formly selecting sample variables before and after dimension-reducing map-
ping are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Probable sizes of the sample variable sets before and after dimension-reducing
mapping
4.1.2. Transforming Mapping
A transforming mapping FT is to map a independent component vector
of X into another variable space:
xd2 = FT (xd1),
FT : Vd1 ⊂ RNd1 → Vd2 ⊂ RNd2 ,
Nd1 ≥ Nd2.
(19)
The dimension of the new variable space could be lower, or stay the same
with the original component vector. The main aim of transforming mapping
is to map the original input variables into the variable space in which we can
determine whether an input variable is in the workspace.
Contrast to merging mapping, the variables used to calculate samples are
the variables before transforming mapping xd1s. While xd2s are only used
to determine whether the variable is in the workspace or not. Therefore,
the variables are first selected in Vd1 and then mapped to Vd2 to perform
workspace verification.
The specific procedure for generating sample variables is as follow.
1. Randomly or evenly select multiple vectors in Vd1 with the variable den-
sity d to generate a set of variables S = {xid1 ∈ Vd1|i = 1, 2, . . . , dNd1};
2. Map each xid1 in S through FT to obtain the according xid2 and check
out if it is in the workspace;
3. Delete all the xid1 in S, to which the according x
i
d2 is not in the
workspace, to obtain the new set of sample variables S ′.
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(a) Linear mapping, uniform
selection
(b) Non-linear mapping, uni-
form selection
(c) Linear mapping, random
selection
(d) Non-linear mapping, ran-
dom selection
Figure 4: Sample variables distribution before and after dimension-reducing mapping
Comparing to S, S ′ has less variables and then less samples to be calcu-
lated, which reduces the calculating time. In addition, feasible success rate
of non-linear optimization for sample calculation is improved by deleting
the invalid variables. Also, unrepresentative samples are removed. Conse-
quently, the efficiency and quality of database generation can be significantly
improved.
Besides, if the conditions below are satisfied,
1. Vd2 is known;
2. The inverse mapping of FT exists and is injective mapping;
3. Nd1 > Nd2
Then we can select sample variables as follow:
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1. Randomly or evenly select multiple vectors in Vd2 with the variable den-
sity d to generate a set of variables S = {xid2 ∈ Vd2|i = 1, 2, . . . , dNd2};
2. Map each xid2 through the inverse mapping of FT to obtain the cor-
responding xid1 and then the sample variable set S = {xid1 ∈ Vd1|i =
1, 2, . . . , dNd2}.
As Nd1 > Nd2, the number of samples to be calculated is reduced with
the same variable density by this method. In addition, similar to Section
4.1.1, more probable sizes can be chosen and more reasonable distribution
can be obtained.
In practice, we can select the suitable method according to the specific
situation.
4.2. Database Generation
The procedure of database generation based on dimension-reducing map-
ping is as follow :
1. Classify the components of the input variable X. The high dimen-
sional dependent components {xiid|i = 1, 2, . . . , nM} and the indepen-
dent components need to be transformed {xjd1|j = 1, 2, . . . , nT} are
extracted, where nM and nT represent the count of groups of xid and
xd1 in X, that is, the count of merging mapping and transforming
mapping need to be done, respectively. The remainder is denoted as
xc. Then X can be denoted as
X = {xid1,xid2, . . . ,xidnM ,xd11,xd12, . . . ,xd1nT ,xc}. (20)
2. Perform merging mapping for each xiid and transforming mapping for
each xjd1 in X
xid = FMi(xiid), i = 1, 2, . . . , nM ,
xjd2 = FTj(xjd1), j = 1, 2, . . . , nT .
(21)
The new variable after dimension-reducing mapping is
XL = {xd1,xd2, . . . ,xdnM ,xd21,xd22, . . . ,xd2nT ,xc}. (22)
3. If there is any new components in XL can be further mapped, let
X = XL and repeat (1) and (2). Otherwise, move to (4).
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4. According to Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, xd
i and xd1
j are used to solve
non-linear optimization. Construct sample variable
XS = {xd1,xd2, . . . ,xdnM ,xd11,xd12, . . . ,xd1nT ,xc}. (23)
Select ND groups of sample variables by the method illustrated in Sec-
tion 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 and generate a set of sample variables
S = {XSi|i = 1, 2, . . . , ND}. (24)
5. Solve the non-linear optimization problem specified by each XS
i in S
to obtain the optimal parameter
C∗i = O(XSi). (25)
The optimal database can be established
D = {(XSi,C∗i)|i = 1, 2, . . . , ND}. (26)
5. On-line Learning Based on the Multivariable-Multiple-Regression
5.1. Regression and Prediction
5.1.1. Multivariable-Multiple-Regression
Assume the regression model is
C = R(D,X), (27)
where X ∈ RNX is the input variable and C ∈ RNC is the output vari-
able. Traditional regression models generally can only build the relationship
between the single-dimensional output and input variables. However, re-
gressions models in LO are always required to output multiple-dimensional
parameters. Thus, we construct the multivariable-multiple-regression model,
where multivariable means multiple-dimensional inputs and multiple means
multiple-dimensional outputs.
First, we build the regression model R(i) for each element of output vari-
able C(i)
C(i) = R(i)(D,X). (28)
Then multivariable-multiple-regression model can be regarded as the set
of all regression models
R = {R(i)|i = 1, 2, . . . , NC}. (29)
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As each R(i) is built independently, the input variable for each R(i) can be
different. In other words, the related components in X which have influence
to C(i) may be different. Therefore, for each R(i), we can select specific
components in X to serve as input variables, which are called feature vector,
denoted as XF .
Then R(i) can be built independently regarding to XF
(i)
C(i) = R(i)(D,XF
(i)). (30)
5.1.2. Regression Methods
Different regression methods can be adopted to build maps between X
and C by employing the database. Three methods, k-Nearest Neighbours
Regression (k-NN) [21], Support Vector Machine Regression (SVR) [22] and
Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [23], are mainly discussed in this paper,
which is detailed in Section 7.3.
5.2. Parameter Refinement
The parameter output by the regression and predictionC′ may not satisfy
the constraints, which requires a further refinement. In general, C′ is taken
as the initial parameter to solve the original optimization problem
C∗ = OC′(X). (31)
As C′ is close to the global minimum, the local solution yield with the
initial parameter C′ is likely to be the global minimum, and the calculation
time is largely reduced comparing to that with a randomly selected initial
point.
However, when the objective function and constraints are very complex,
Equation 31 may hardly be solved in real-time. To further reduce the calcu-
lation time, another way is to simplify the objective function, such as remove
the objective function to perform a non-objective optimization
C∗ = O¯C′(X). (32)
This method is effective for improving calculation speed, but only can
output near-optimal solutions, rather than the accurate optimum. Unfortu-
nately, there is no guarantee for the quality of the solutions by this method.
When F (C) changes sharply around C∗, very small offset of C may lead to
a large variation of F , which results in the very high cost increase rate.
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Assume F (C) is differentiable around the global minimum C∗, the total
differential of F (C) at C∗ is
dF (C∗) =
NC∑
i=1
∂F
∂Ci
(C∗)dCi, (33)
which indicates the changing rate of F (C) around C∗.
The relative changing rate of the objective function around C∗ is defined
as
dF r(C
∗) =
dF (C∗)
F (C∗)
. (34)
When dF r(C
∗) is small, the cost increase rate is low with the little pa-
rameter deviation dC. On the contrary, when dF r(C
∗) is large, the cost
increase rate may be very high with a very little dC.
Therefore, we take the refinement method as an unfixed sub-method of
the LO model L. In practice, refinement method is chosen according to the
requirement and situation in the specific application. For example, we can
choose Equation 32 under the situations which are sensitive to computation
speed but require little of the optimality, and choose Equation 31 when it
can run in real-time.
6. Case: Kinematical Based Trajectory Planning for Haptic Feed-
back Manipulators
6.1. Continuous Trajectory Planning of Haptic Feedback Systems
In virtual reality systems, the real world is simulated by constructing
a virtual environment, which provides visual sense to users. However, the
corresponding haptic feedback is hardly achieved when users tend to touch
the objects in the virtual environment. The missing of haptic feedback sig-
nificantly limits the performance of interaction and immersion, especially in
virtual manipulation systems.
To achieve haptic feedback in virtual manipulation systems, a haptic feed-
back system based on the servo serial manipulator is constructed, shown as
Figure 5. A serial manipulator is served as the haptic feedback manipulator
(HFM), with diverse kinds of tools or buttons linked with the end-effector,
which is placed before the user to provide the tactile sensations. As user’s
hand moves, the motion data of the hand are collected by the hand motion
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trackers and then processed by the computers to predict the future trajec-
tory of the hand and the manipulating intention, and then determine the
interacting time tc and the interacting position pc, in which human hand
and the specific tool or button contact. Then trajectory planning and con-
trol for HFM are performed to send the tool or button to pc at tc. As the
hand moves, the predicted hand trajectory and interacting point are updated
continuously, which requires the continuous re-planning for the HFM. When
user’s hand finally reach the actual objective position and conduct manipu-
lation, the user is able to see the virtual hand operating the tool or button
in virtual environment through the virtual display, while the corresponding
tool or button reaches the objective position to provide haptic feedback at
the same time. The workflow is shown in Figure 6.
Hand tracking sensor
HFM
Controller
Computer
Virtual 
display
Tools or
buttons
Figure 5: Structure of the haptic feedback system
In haptic feedback applications, the HFM and the user work in a shared
workspace, and direct contacts between the end-effector of HFM and user’s
hand are performed, which requires safety measures for human-robot inter-
action. To avoid injury from robots to humans, the motion ranges of the
HFM and user’s hand are restricted. First, the reachable workspace of the
HFM is divided into the interacting area WC , the effective workspace WE
and the prohibiting area WP , which satisfy
WC ⊂ WE (35)
WE +WP = W (36)
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Hand moves Hand data collection
Trajectory planning for HFM
Send the corresponding tool or button to 
the predicted interacting point
HFM control
X
q(C)
Hand trajectory and 
manipulating intention prediction
Figure 6: Workflow of the haptic feedback system
Then the motion range of the HFM and the hand are restricted to the
side of WE and WP , respectively. And all the contacts are performed in WC .
The trajectory of the HFM is continuous re-planed during the whole hap-
tic feedback process. Taking Tp as the period to update the interacting point,
a sequence of interacting points (pc
0,pc
1, . . . ,pc
n) ⊂ SE is obtained. As the
hand moves, the predicted interacting point slightly changes and gradually
converges to the real interacting point. In the ith period, the interacting
configuration according to pc
i is taken as the objective configuration of tra-
jectory planning, denoted as qc ∈ RNJ . For sake of motion continuity, the
current configuration and velocity are taken as the initial configuration and
velocity of the trajectory planning, denoted as q0 ∈ RNJ and ω0 ∈ RNJ ,
respectively. Then the input of the trajectory planning problem can be spec-
ified as X = (q0, qc,ω0) ∈ R3NJ .
6.2. Trajectory Planning Based on Non-linear Optimization
6.2.1. Trajectory Parameterization
Considering the kinematical trajectory planning for the HFM, the tra-
jectory is encoded by the trapezoidal velocity profile, which consists of three
phases: the uniform acceleration phases (0−t1), the maximum velocity phase
(t1 − t2) and the uniform deceleration phase (t2 − tf ). The acceleration and
deceleration phase have the same acceleration a. And the velocity for max-
imum velocity phase is ωm. For each joint, the initial joint position q0, the
objective joint position qc and the initial velocity ω0 are known. There are
five variables a, ωm, t1, t2 and tf , which are linked by three equations:
1
2
ωm(tf + t2 − t1) + 1
2
ω0t1 = qc − q0, (37)
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ωm = ω0 + at1, (38)
ωm − ω0
t1
=
ωm
tf − t2 . (39)
Thus, there are only two independent variables while the others can be
derived by Equation 37-39.
Define
rˆ(t, t1, t2) = r(t1 − t)− r(t− t2), (40)
where r(t) is the step function
r(t) =
{
1 t ≥ 0
0 t < 0.
(41)
Then the trajectory of each joint is represented as
q¨(t) = arˆ(t, t1, t2), (42)
q˙(t) = ω0 + arˆ(t, t1, t2)t, (43)
q(t) = q0 + ω0t+
1
2
arˆ(t, t1, t2)t
2. (44)
6.2.2. Non-Linear optimization
A. Optimization
A NJ -DOF serial robot is adopted as the HFM, and the initial config-
uration, the objective configuration and the initial velocity are known as
q0 ∈ RNJ , qc ∈ RNJ , ω0 ∈ RNJ , respectively. Then the input of the trajec-
tory planning based on non-linear optimization is X = (q0, qc,ω0) ∈ R3NJ .
For each joint, ωm and tf are selected as the independent variables, and
other variables can be derived by Equation 37-39.
All the joints are required to move simultaneously, that is, have the same
motion time:
tf
1 = tf
2 = . . . = tf
NJ = tf . (45)
The velocity for maximum velocity phase of the ith joint is ωm,i. Thus,
trajectory planning for the NJ -DOFs HFM have NC = NJ + 1 parameters
for optimization
C = (ωm,1, ωm,2, . . . , ωm,NJ , tf ) ∈ RNJ+1. (46)
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Then the optimization problem describes in Equation 4 can be specified
as
C∗ = O(X). (47)
B. Objective function
One the one hand, to ensure the safety, the HFM is required to move
softly with the accelerations as small as possible. On the other hand, to
achieve the rapidity of motion, the HFM is required to reach the objective
configuration quickly with the motion time as small as possible. There is a
conflict between safety and rapidity. Thus, to compromise the two aspects,
the objective function is designed as a balance between acceleration and
motion time:
F (C) = µ(
tf
tmax
)2 +
1− µ
NJ
NJ∑
i=1
(
ai
ai,max
)
2
(48)
where tmax is the maximum allowable motion time, ai,max is the maximum
allowable acceleration of the ith joint, and µ is the weighting coefficient
representing the weighting of acceleration and motion time, which satisfies
0 ≤ µ ≤ 1.
C. Constraints
When the HFM works, the velocity and the acceleration should not exceed
the mechanism limitation:
0 < ωm,i < q˙i,maxi = 1, . . . , NJ , (49)
0 < ai < q¨i,maxi = 1, . . . , NJ . (50)
In addition, to ensure the safety of human-robot interaction, the HFM
is required to reach the interaction configuration before the hand reach the
interacting point so that the HFM is static when contacts with user’s hand.
Thus, the motion time of the HFM should not exceed the interacting time
tc:
tf < tc. (51)
Besides, the parameters should satisfy the principle of the trapezoidal
velocity profile:
0 ≤ t1 ≤ tf/2, (52)
t1 ≤ t2 ≤ tf . (53)
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6.3. Database Generation Based on Dimension-Reducing Mapping
According to Section 4.2, the elements of the input variableX = (q0, qc,ω0)
are classified into different types and handled respectively. First, the opti-
mization problem specified in Section 6.2.2 is related to the offset qc − q0
rather than the individual qc and q0. Therefore, (q0, qc) is a dependent
component and can be merged
qf = FM (q0, qc) = qc − q0
FM : (Vq, Vq) ⊂ R2NJ → Vqf ⊂ RNJ
(54)
where Vq and Vqf are the allowable motion range and the allowable offset
range of the HFM, respectively.
Then the sample variable can be selected as XS = (qf ,ω0), as qf and
ω0 are independent variables. In addition, according to Section 6.1, the
sample variables should be in the workspace of the HFM, that is, the initial
and objective position of the end-effector should be located in the effective
workspace and the interacting area, respectively:
p0 ∈ WE,
pc ∈ WC .
(55)
Thus, to determine whether an input variable is in the work range of
the HFM, q0 and qc are transformed into the task space by the forward
kinematics:
p0 = FTFK(q0),
FTFK : Vq ⊂ RNJ → W ⊂ RNJ ,
pc = FTFK(qc),
FTFK : Vq ⊂ RNJ → W ⊂ RNJ .
(56)
A set of sample variables XS = (qf ,ω0) need to be selected to establish
the database. The combinations of qf and ω0 are selected according to the
practical motion curve to guarantee that the selected sample variables are
more reasonable. In the haptic feedback process, the HFM starts from the
static state and continuous be re-planned according to some intermediate
points. Thus, we first consider ω0 = 0, and select multiple qf , to solve
C = O(qf ,0) and obtain the parameter C = (ωm, tf ) and the corresponding
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trapezoidal velocity curve q˙(C, t). Then some intermediate points of each
curve are selected
t′ = αtf , (57)
where α ∈ Vα = [0, 1). Then the new initial velocity ω′0 and offset q′f can be
generated to serve as the sample variables
ω′0 = q˙(C, t
′), (58)
q′f = q(tf )− q(t′)− q0. (59)
The above process can be regarded as another transforming mapping
(qf , α) = FT (q′f , ω′0),
FT : (Vqf , Vω) ⊂ R2NJ → (Vqf , Vα) ⊂ RNJ+1,
(60)
where Vω is the range of the joint velocity.
From the above, according to Equation 54, 56 and 60, the final dimension-
reducing mapping of the input variables is
XL = (qf , α) = F(q0, qc,ω0),
F : VX ⊂ R3NJ → VXL ⊂ RNJ+1.
(61)
Randomly or evenly choosing N1 qf and N2 α, N1 ∗N2 sample variables
XS = (qf ,ω0) can be obtained. Finally, database including N1 ∗N2 samples
can be built by solving global optimization problems according to all XSs.
6.4. Feature Selection for Multivariable-Multiple-Regression
In multivariate-multiple-regression, we need to determine the feature vec-
tor for each element of C. Two kinds of feature is proposed. One is to take
X as the feature for each C(i):
tf = ft(X), (62)
ωm
(i) = fω
(i)(X)(i = 1, 2, . . . , NJ). (63)
This method is simple, but the efficiency for building regression model
and the accuracy of regression may be lower due to the effect of the irrelevant
elements in X.
The second way is to construct the individual feature for each C(i):
tf = ft(X), (64)
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ωm
(i) = fω
(i)(qf
(i), ω0
(i), tf )(i = 1, 2, . . . , NJ). (65)
As all the joints are required to reach the objective position at the same
time, the motion time tf is affected by all the elements in X. Thus, the
regression model for tf takes X as the feature. On the other hand, the
maximum velocity for ith joint ωm
(i) is only related to the offset and initial
velocity of the corresponding joint and the motion time, which are taken as
the feature for the regression model of ωm
(i).
7. Results
7.1. Database Generation by Dimension-Reducing Mapping
We choose a 3-DOF HFM with the link parameters and motion limits
shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
Table 1: Link Parameters of the HFM
Link α /rad a /m θ /rad d /m
L1 −pi/2 0.2 q1 0
L2 0 0 q2 0.3
L3 0 0 q3 0.3
Table 2: Motion Limits of the HFM
Joint Motion Range (◦) Maximum velocity (rad/s) Maximum acceleraton (rad/s2)
Joint 1 −pi/2 ∼ pi/2 1.75 15
Joint 2 −pi/4 ∼ pi/4 1.75 15
Joint 3 −pi/4 ∼ pi/4 1.75 15
The effective workspace WE and the interacting area WC are extracted,
shown as the green and red points in Figure 7, respectively. First, a set of qf is
generated by selecting N1 = 1000 groups of (p0,pc) which satisfied p0 ∈ WE
and pc ∈ WC , and mapping them into the joint space, shown as the red
points in Figure 8. In contrast, another set of qf are generated by randomly
choosing 1000 groups of combination of joint variables in the motion range,
shown as the blue points in Figure 8. According to Figure 8, the red points
have a smaller coverage and a more concentrated distribution than the blue
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Figure 7: Workspace of the HFM
Figure 8: Comparison of of qf selected by dimension-reducing and random method
points, which indicates that the work range of the HFM does not cover
the whole motion range of the robot. Therefore, transforming mapping is
helpful to narrow the selection range of input variables, then generate more
dense samples with the same amount and consequently improve the learning
performance.
According to the sample selection method described in Section 6.3, we
choose N1 = 1000 and N2 = 10 and then obtain N1∗N2 = 10000 sample vari-
ables. Then database D is generated by running global optimizations solved
with multiple re-start SQP, in which the maximum re-start number (NRO)
is set to 10. On the other hand, two databases D1 and D2 are generated by
randomly selecting sample variables with d = 5 and solving optimizations
by multiple re-start SQP with NRO = 10 and NRO = 100, respectively. The
feasible success rate for optimization in sample calculation of the above three
databases are shown in Figure 9, which indicates that the success rate for
sample calculation of the database generated by dimension-reducing mapping
is much higher than traditional random method.
According to Figure 8 and 9, dimension-reducing mapping of inputs in
database generation can help to select more reasonable samples and avoid
from invalid and unrepresentative samples, and increase the success rate for
sample calculation, consequently improve the database quality.
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Figure 9: Feasible success rate for optimization in sample calculation with three methods
7.2. Feature Selection for Multivariable-Multiple-Regression
To evaluate two features described in Section 6.4, we build the regres-
sion model of Gaussian-kernel-SVR and GPR, denoted as R1G−SV R, R
2
G−SV R,
R1GPR andR
2
GPR. We employ refinement with objective function and database
consisting ND samples DND drawing from the original database D, and build
LO models L(DND , R1G−SV R, O), L(DND , R2G−SV R, O), L(DND , R1GPR, O) and
L(DND , R2GPR, O).
To evaluate the performance of the LO models, we generate a test set
consisting of Nr = 1000 samples by the dimension-reducing mapping method
illustrated in Section 6.3:
DT = {XSi = (qf i,ω0i),C∗i|i = 1, 2, . . . , Nr}. (66)
Then we solve optimal parameters for each XiS in DT through LO models
to test the performance, shown as Figure 10. With both Gaussian-SVR and
GPR, the second feature derives higher feasible success rate, lower objective
increase and smaller learning time than the first one, as the second one
excludes effects of irrelevant elements of the input for each R(i).
7.3. Regression Methods
To evaluate different regression methods, k-NN (k = 1, 5, 10), SVR with
linear kernel and Gaussian kernel and GPR are employed in the regression
phase. We employ the second feature described in Section 6.4, refinement
with objective function and database consisting ND samples DND drawing
from the original database D, and build LO models L(DND , Rk−NN , O),
L(DND , RL−SV R, O), L(DND , RG−SV R, O) and L(DND , RGPR, O). The per-
formance evaluated with DT are shown in Figure 11 and 12.
According to Figure 11, for all the tested regression methods, little cost
increase (less than 1%) and on-line motion time (less than 50ms) can be
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Figure 10: Learning results with different features (o: Feature 1, ∗: Feature 2; top:
Gaussian-SVR, bottom: GPR; for the leaning time, dash-dotted: TRP , dotted: TRO;
solid: TL)
achieved, and high feasible success rate can be attained with large database
size. Best feasibility and real-time performance can be achieved by GPR and
followed by Gaussian-SVR. But the off-line model building time for GPR is
larger than Gaussian-SVR, especially using database with larger size.
In general, feasible success rate decreases as the database size reduces.
k-NN is most sensitive to the database size. When using fewer samples,
the feasible success rate of k-NN decreases fastest, while GPR and Gaussian
maintain a high feasibility, which is over 90% with ND = 50. GPR has the
best feasibility, which is over 99% when ND > 500. Gaussian-SVR takes the
second place, when ND > 500, Rs > 95%.
For GPR and SVR, regression models are built off-line, while only pre-
diction and regression need to be performed in the on-line procedure, which
takes little time for on-line calculation and leads to better real-time perfor-
mance. The prediction times of GPR and SVR are much the same, but
the regression time for GPR is less, then followed by Gaussian-SVR, and
linear-SVR is the longest. In conclusion, GPR has the best real-time per-
formance with the on-line calculating time less than 30ms. On the contrary,
k-NN regression models are related to the input variables, thus required to
be built on-line, which take longer time for on-line learning. In addition, the
regression time becomes longer as the database size increases, for the reason
that the similarity between the input and each sample need to be calculated.
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(a) Feasible success rate (b) Average cost increase
(c) Model-building time (d) On-line learning time
Figure 11: Learning results with different regression methods
Learning with larger k takes longer time in regression, but much fewer time
in refinement, which makes the total learning time fewer.
For SVR, different kernel functions yield different results. Comparing
with the linear kernel, Gaussian kernel yields higher feasible success rate,
lower on-line learning time and more stable cost increase rate. Moreover, the
time for model building of Gaussian-SVR is much fewer than linear-SVR.
For k-NN, larger k yields higher feasible success rate, lower on-line learn-
ing time and stable cost increase rate.
In conclusion, very high feasibility and real-time performance can be at-
tained by GPR with few samples. Otherwise, Gaussian-SVR is promising
in model building time while can reach acceptable feasibility and real-time
performance as well. k-NN has a conflict between feasibility and real-time
performance.
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(a) Regression prediction time (b) Refinement time
Figure 12: On-line learning time with different regression methods
7.4. Parameter Refinement
To evaluate the influence of the parameter refinement methods, refine-
ment methods with and without objective function are employed, with database
D5000 and regression methods of 10-NN, Gaussian-SVR and GPR, to build
LO models. The performances evaluated with DT are shown in Figure 13,
which indicate that refinement with objective function costs fewer time in
refinement stage but causes larger error of objective value.
Examining cost increase rate of each datum (Figure 15), we find that the
errors are tiny in most cases, but very large for several inputs, which lead
to the high average error. The relative change rate at each C∗ is calculated
and plotted in Figure 14b as the green bars, which has a consistent trend of
the error. That is, when dF r(C
∗) is large, non-objective refinement tends to
lead to a large cost increase rate though the parameter offset is very small.
To eliminate the cases with very large error, refinement with objective
function is adopted, which significantly reduces the average error with a
slight increase of refinement time. As the initial parameter obtained by
regression is already close to the global minimum, the total learning time
is still much smaller than the original optimization (105.3ms), and satisfies
real-time requirement.
7.5. Continuous Trajectory Planning
The continuous trajectory planning for HFM is performed with the LO
model L(D,RGPR, O) and the updating period Tp = 60ms. The velocity
curve of the whole process is shown as Figure 15a. The joint offset curve and
the predicted interacting position in each period are shown by the solid line
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(a) On-line learning time (b) Errors
Figure 13: Comparison of refinement with and without objective function
(a) Cost increase (b) Relationship of eF and
dF r(C
∗)
Figure 14: Cost increase of each datum
and the stars in Figure 15b, respectively. Joint 1, 2 and 3 are represented by
blue, red and green, respectively. By the LO method, smooth velocity curves
can be obtained and each joint can finally reach the interacting point in the
interacting time.
8. Conclusions
A real-time optimal trajectory generation method based on machine learn-
ing, together with the specific methodologies of off-line database generation
and on-line learning for high dimensional inputs, are presented in this paper.
Consequently, continuous trajectory planning of high-DOF-robot in complex
environment is achieved. First, a learning optimization framework for con-
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(a) Velocity (b) Position
Figure 15: Motion curve during haptic feedback
tinuous trajectory planning is constructed, in which different sub-methods
include databases, regression methods and refinement methods are selected
to adapt various requirements. In particular, aiming at high dimensional
inputs, an input space dimension-reducing mapping method is presented.
Database of high quality is obtained with higher feasible success rate of sam-
ple calculation and more reasonable sample distribution. And the database
generation efficiency is elevated by reducing calculating time. Moreover,
an on-line learning method based on multivariable-multiple-regression is pre-
sented. The learning efficiency can be improved by flexibly selecting features.
Besides, Performance evaluation indices are defined, including feasible suc-
cess rate, cost increase rate and learning time, which indicate the feasibility,
real-time performance and accuracy of the LO model, respectively. Finally,
in the case of haptic feedback, real-time continuous trajectory planning with
high dimensional inputs is achieved by this LO method with database gen-
erating by the input space dimension-reducing mapping.
Further improvement of calculation efficiency of continuous trajectory
planning with high dimensional inputs is needed, especially for situations
with more trajectory parameters. Future work may focus on further improv-
ing calculation efficiency in both off-line and on-line procedure, for example,
accelerating non-linear optimization by reducing times for off-line sample
calculation and on-line regression.
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